Thames Valley Berkshire Strategic Economic Plan:
Implementation Plan
Programme D (Infrastructure) – Package Diii (Enhancing
urban connectivity
Project 4: Bracknell – Martins Heron (A322/A329)
Project summary and overview
1.

Name of project

2.

Bracknell – Martins Heron (A322/A329)

3.

Lead organisation
Bracknell Forest Council

4.

Contact details (name, email, telephone number)
Bev Hindle ‐ bev.hindle@bracknell‐forrest.gov.uk ‐ 01344 351907

5.

Brief description of the project and the main activities within it
This is part of a wider programme to improve access between the M3 and M4 via the A322,
A329 and A329M (Fig 1). This route runs through the middle of Bracknell and forms part of
the original inner ring road (Fig 2). The main capacity constraint is the junctions where
radial and orbital routes intersect. This scheme (Fig 3) focuses on the Martin’s Heron
roundabout on the east of Bracknell and includes associated junction improvements and
minor alteration to the London rd corridor to improve congestion and journey times. The
original intention had been to fund a major part of the improvements from developer
contributions arising from Bracknell Town Centre redevelopment but this is no longer
possible on viability grounds.

6.

Location of the project:
Bracknell
Local Authority: Bracknell Forest Council
Parliamentary Constituency: Bracknell
Postcode: RG12 9FR

Rationale for the project and strategic fit
7.

How will the project contribute to the delivery of Thames Valley Berkshire’s Strategic
Economic Plan (SEP)?
The SEP notes that “the strategic road network through TVB, and linking to neighbouring
economies, is increasingly constrained; there is little scope for new roads, so the challenge is
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to maximise existing capacity and to tackle known ‘pinch‐points’”. The Martin’s Heron
roundabout is one of those pinch points. It is located on a key north to south routes through
central TVB, where the greatest weaknesses in the strategic transport network lie.
8.

How does the project fit within the Programmes and Packages outlined in the SEP?
This project is part of Programme D and within that, Package D‐iii – Enhancing Urban
Connectivity. It will also contribute to Package D‐iv – Encouraging Vibrant Town Centres – in
this case Bracknell, which is subject to a major programme of regeneration, the economic
benefits of which will be enhanced by improved accessibility.

9.

What is the rationale for the project?
The scheme is part of a wider programme to improve access between the M3 and M4 via the
A322, A329 and A329M. This route runs through the middle of Bracknell and forms part of
the original inner ring road. The main capacity constraint is the junctions where radial and
orbital routes intersect. This causes severe congestion and reduces economic efficiency.

10.

What market failures will it address? What is the evidence?
The original intention had been to fund a major part of the improvements from developer
contributions arising from Bracknell Town Centre redevelopment but this is no longer
possible on viability grounds.
The Council has an adopted Core Strategy Development Plan Document (Feb 08) which
identifies the vision for growth to 2026 which includes around 11,000 new dwellings and
which identifies three major areas for growth (Policy CS3 ‐ Bracknell Town Centre, CS4 –
Land at Amen Corner and CS5 – Land North of Whitegrove and Quelm Park (now known as
Warfield)). The Site Allocations allocates the above sites (respectively under policies SA11,
SA8 and SA9). The SALP also allocates further sites to meet the Core Strategy growth needs.
These further intended allocations are smaller sites identified in policies SA1, 2 and 3 and
larger sites (SA4 – Land at Broadmoor, Crowthorne, SA5 Land at Transport Research
laboratory, Crowthorne, SA6 ‐ Land at Amen Corner North, Binfield and SA7 , Land at Blue
Mountain, Binfield). The sites in the emerging SALP are dependant on the provision of
necessary infrastructure which includes improvements to many of the junctions along the
A322/A329 corridor. This requirement was included in modelling evidence in support of the
SALP. Therefore, it is clear that a set of junction improvements along the A322/A329
corridor is directly required to facilitate the Council’s future growth plans for around 6,400
dwellings
Therefore in accordance with the National Planning Policy Framework, and to help achieve
economic growth and bring forward stalled developments, the Local Authority is working
proactively to help meet the development needs of business and support an economy fit for
the 21st century. Most developments in the area, having been tested, are on the margins on
being viable. By delivering wider strategic infrastructure projects such as the Martins Heron
junction, we are able to confirm viability. Without this, the projects are either stalled, or
reduce delivery of other vital infrastructure including affordable housing.
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11.

What other options have been considered?
Various layouts have been examined over the years including a “fly through” and widening
of exits. Whilst all delivered some improvement, they did require heavy investment for what
now is considered little return. A different approach was adopted that looked at improving
the corridor as a whole along with greater use of urban traffic control. It is this approach
that will allow us to achieve improved journey times along the corridor and also deliver
improvements at the junction providing much better value for money in terms of an overall
corridor improvement (i.e. less physical change and more efficient use of the existing
infrastructure).
. .

12.

What would be the consequences of a “do nothing” option?
Under a “do nothing” scenario, congestion resulting in longer and unreliable journey times
which would continue to increase with adverse impacts for productivity, etc. Alternatively,
do nothing may also cause the Planning Authority to refuse permission for major
developments in the area unless they could carry the burden of these larger infrastructure
projects, which evidence suggests they cannot. Devlivery of this improvement project ,
which is one of several along the A329 corridor, also aids in the regeneration of Bracknell
Town Centre, which without such improvements being made, would suffer from the impact
of greater congestion on the network.

13.

Which partner organisations are involved in, and committed to, the project?

14.

The authorities that form the Berkshire Strategic Transport Forum have identified the
A329/A322 corridor as a key strategic route which needs investment for future growth

Value for money
15.

What outputs will the project deliver that are attributable to SLGF and other funding
sources? See Attached Fig 4

16.

How have these outputs been estimated?
See Attached Fig 4

17.

What wider outcomes will be achieved in TVB? Please quantify these if possible
The scheme provides capacity enhancements to deal with existing traffic, whilst also
accommodating and increase in future movements within the sub‐region, most notably
between Bracknell, Ascot, Windsor and Wokingham and beyond.
To what extent are these outputs (and downstream outcomes/impacts) likely to be
additional? What is the basis for this assessment?
The scheme cannot proceed without public sector funding. Originally, the intention was to
fund the improvements largely through developer contributions (linked to Bracknell Town
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Centre redevelopment). However this is no longer an option for reasons of viability.
Therefore all outputs/outcomes linked to the scheme are additional
18.

What is the nature of the resourcing package that is proposed (e.g. balance between
loans and grants, etc.)?
The resourcing package is made up primarily of Single Local Growth Fund contributions
(£2.1m) with £0.9m Local Contribution made up of Borough capital and developer
contributions

19.

What is the funding package through which the project will be delivered?
(To be confirmed in table below – are the funding contributions from public or private sector
sources?)

Source

Year

SLGF

2015/16

2016/17

Capital
Revenue

Other public sector

Please specify

2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

£1.4m
N/A
£0.6m

1
2
3
Private sector

Please specify

1
2
3

Deliverability and risks
20.

How secure are the funding contributions from elsewhere?
Developer contributions are secured from developments in the area totalling £300k the
remaining sum of £300k is proposed as Borough Capital and included in the forward look
Capital Programme (fig 5)

21.

What are the key project milestones?

22.

The scheme is included in the Core Strategy and Local Transport Plan. Concept design work
has been completed and the scheme can be brought forward within the period 2016‐18

23.

What are the proposed arrangements for project management?
The councils’ management team is made up of:
Bev Hindle – Chief Officer, Planning and Transport – Senior Responsible Owner
Neil Matthews – Transport Development Manager, Transport Development – Project Delivery
Manager
Paul Trevis – Principal Engineer, Engineering Projects and Adoptions – Project Manager
Stuart Jefferies – Principal Engineer, Transport Strategy – Steering Group Chair
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Ultimate responsibility for delivery of the scheme rests with Bracknell Forest Council. We will
therefore assume an overall project management role. We will therefore establish a Steering
Group chaired by an officer from the Council’s Transport Management section. The Steering
Group will meet on a regular basis to review progress, update the risk register, and make key
strategic decisions. The Councils integrated transport capital programme is also monitored by a
department management team led by a Corporate Director.
The day‐to‐day management and delivery of the project will be the responsibility of the
Transport Development Dept and the Engineering projects team within it. They will work closely
with delivery partners, and also form a point of contact for stakeholders.
24.

What are the principal risks linked to the project’s delivery, and what actions will be
(or have been) taken to mitigate and manage these?
This is a relatively low risk project. It is included within the Core Strategy and Local
Transport Plan. It is under the full control of Bracknell Forest Council. The scheme is also to
be carried out within adopted highway and therefore does not require planning permission
The main works of the Martins Heron junction project will be delivered through the
Highways Term Contract; however, the traffic signals and associated equipment would be
procured through Bracknell Forest Council's procurement processes as set out in the BFC
Procurement Manual
.
Risk

Likelihood
(H / M / L)

Severity (H
/ M / L)

Mitigating actions

1

That the overall cost of the Martins
Heron Junction exceeds the funding
available

L

m

Detailed BOQ with Effective
Site and contract management

2

Statutory undertakers C4 cost
estimates significantly exceed C3 cost
estimates

L

m

Liaise
with
statutory
and
early
undertakers
commission of C4 estimates

3

Highway Works in neighbouring
local
authority
area
during
construction
leading
to
traffic
congestion and possible impact on
programme and costs

L

L

Liaison with neighbouring
authorities and agreement re
programme

Unexpected need for additional
Temporary
Traffic
Management
increasing costs

L

L

Liaison
with
Traffic
Management section and early
quantification of TM cost

4

List of supporting information and evidence[To be confirmed]
Fig 1 Regional Plan
Fig 2 Location Plan
Fig 3 Plan of scheme
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Fig 4 Value for money Assessment including GVA and BCR
Fig 5 Capital Programme

